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Successful strategies for new venture
development

Joey Tamer

Joey Tamer's strategies support a high ROI

to Fortune 1000 and mid-sized companies,

capitalized start-ups, and investment funds

in their new venture development and

growth initiatives. Her clients have included

J.P. Morgan Capital, Sony, IBM, Apple,
Hearst, Blockbuster, Technicolor, Harper

Collins, Agfa, Scitex and Time-Warner. She

can be reached by calling (310) 245-5310 or

e-mail joey@joeytamer.com

Capital strategy is the strategic
planning foundation that supports a
new venture, from conception to exit.
Capital includes funding, intellectual
property, human capital and strategic
alliances.This article exploreshow
successful companies leveragecapital,
plan a new venture and make sure
each strategy and tactic is prioritizedto
meet the exit goal. That goal may be a
spin-off to a separate entity, a strategic
alliancewith (or sale to) an outside
partner, or the developmentof a new
profit center within the corporation.
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When a corporation engagesin new venturedevelopment,differentkinds of riskswill
confront both corporate and new venture management. New ventures can include
R&D incubators, new divisions to exploit lateral, untapped markets, and licensing
divisions all established to extend the corporation's reach into new markets and
territories, or to create additional revenueand profits from its existing assets.

These new ventures often demand that the corporation learn to leverage outside

capital investment, strategic alliesand outside experts, and handle the "stepchild"
problems created by a division that is in many ways outside of the traditional
corporate structure and chain of command.

Furthermore, new venture management must understand (early in the planning stage)

what it means to handle the venture's success to bring it inside the corporation, or to

manage its appropriate exit strategy.

Careful,considerationfor strategies

Corporate strategies that support the success of intemal new venture development

must carefullybe consideredasthe new ventureis initiatedand sustainedthroughout
its launch and growth. These success strategies include:

. Definecapital and exit strategies.

. Align with highest corporate goals.

. Maintain corporate commitment.

. Engageexperts.

. Create strategic alliances.

Strategy 1: define capital and exit strategies

Fromthe beginningof a ventureuntil its exit, capital strategy is focused on accepting
the best kind of capital from the best source at the best time to create the highest
valuation.

Capital is more than the allocation of line-item resources to a venture or outside
funding in the form of cash and/or debt for equity. Buildinga strategyaround capital
means considering all sources of capital:
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. Funding from various sources.

. Intellectualproperty, patents and copyrights.

. Human capital, including expertise in market segments,

product lines, technology and worldwide territories.

. Strategic market alliances, including those that bring
access to customers, distribution channels, markets,

territories, co-branding and co-marketing, and
endorsements.

. Strategic product alliances, including those that provide

product and technology synergies, such as licensing

opportunities and/or integrationwith strategic products to
create and deliver new products to target new markets.

Any venture's success requiresaccess to eachof these capital
sources and an effective strategy for their combined use.

Beyond this, experience is required to manage intellectual

property, attract experts, form successful alliancesand, most
critically,control the capital strategyand valuationat all stages

of the venture's development.

Essence of capital strategy

Leveraging all these capital sources is what allows a
corporation to launch, grow and sustain what is required by

a new ventureas well as gain its ultimate retum on investment

(ROJ).This is the essence of capital strategy.

To plan a capital strategy means to begin with the end in mind;

that is, knowing whether the corporation will keep the venture

as a profitable in-house division or whether it will create an exit

for the venture outside the corporation. It continues by creating

(first) the best initial valuation and (later) the best exit valuation

and by directing all strategies and tactics towards that exit and

valuation. The discipline of capital strategy is to avoid the

distraction of any opportunities that divert resources and focus

from exiting at that valuation.

Exit strategies include:

. Evolution of a venture from incubation to a profitable
division within the corporation.

. Spin off of a venture to become an independentcompany,
bringing an ongoing ROI to the corporation.

. Spin off of a venture to become a joint venture with a

strategic partner, bringing an ongoing ROI and strategic
leverageto the corporation.

. Spin off and sale of a venture, bringing ROI to the
corporation.

Capital strategy also involves making a determination of the

best kind of capital to accept, including:
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. In-house funding. Assumes total ownership of the
venture by the parent corporation.

. Externalinvestments.These includeequity and/or debt
from individual investors, angel investment groups,
banks or venture capital groups. The investment
group shares the ownership with the parent
corporation and all other investors.

. Strategiccontributions and funds. These do not require
an outlay of equity or a commitment to debt. These
strategic partnerships may involve revenue- and
profit-sharing, and they connect the venture to its
strategicpartners for mutual gainand market presence.

After determiningthe best kind of capital, the capital strategist
then determines the best time to accept that capital from its
source, at the highest valuation possible. Options include:

. Staying "self-funded". Ratherthan accepting othersources
of capital, the corporation contributes funds until certain
benchmarks are reached.

. Accepting debt to preserve equity. It helps to know when
revenues or corporate cash will be availableto offset the
debt.

. Accepting only non-equity strategic capital. This refers to
intellectualproperty (IP),human expertise or co-marketing
in the earlystages.Oftentimesthis non-equitycapital has a
cash value for the IP, the expertise, or the marketing
access, and is accompanied by a "strategic marketing"
cash contribution.

. Accepting outside equity. This occurs only at later stages

(whenthe investment "costs less" in equity)and when the
outside investors bring more than funding (e.g. access to
expertise or new markets, and/or synergies with other
companies in their portfolios, etc.).

Launching a product or seNice into the marketplace and
creating initialrevenueraisethe venture'svaluation.The growth
of the venture continues to increase its valuation, attracting
more strategic partnersand investorsto support its expansion.
At each benchmark, the valuation increases,and new capital
costs less. For example, the company loses less of its
ownership for the same amount.of incoming capital when its
valuation is high. The parent corporation may prefer to set the
venture "outside" the organization(while maintaining majority
ownership and control) to create a greater strategic reach to
new partnersand markets. Carefulcontrol of capital strategies
can ensure the growth, flexibility for new opportunities, and
success of a venture.

Strategy 2: align with highest corporate goals

It is critical to understand what goals the parent corporation
values most highly and to align the venture's success



accordingly. This may sound self-evident, but sometimes the
goals are not articulatedclearly,or the reasonfor the formation
of a new division is not clearly defined in the hierarchyof the
corporation's priorities. It is essential to understand the new
venture's standing in this hierarchyand how it fits in with these

larger goals.

If the corporation's goal is to capture and maintain increased
market share, profitability and shareholder return, the new
venture must contribute significantly to that goal. If the
corporation has certain cultural success models and
expectations of time frames for reaching those success
models, the new venture must be able to adapt to those
cultural expectations.

If the venture's success model falls outside the corporate
mindset, or if its timing is too severely challenged by the
culture's understandingof when success should be attained,
there is a high likelihood that the new venture will fail by the
corporation's standards, even if it succeeds in its own right. In
other words, the corporation may look beyond any positive
signs and shut the venture down. The success, failure and
closure of new ventures (even the closure of successful
ventures) offer insight to the importance of aligning with
corporate goals:

. "Why do we have to care about this?".

Imaginethis attitude spoken (or not spoken)with a growl and
exasperated hand gestures. Handling this attitude is a critical
element in aligning a new venture's goals with the larger
corporate goals, and avoiding political death at the hands of
colleaguesor competitors.

Need for early buy-in

"7

A telecommunications company once set up an in-house
division to market software for the banking industry. A sister
company created the software on time and on budget. The
software marketingdivisionwas true to its promisesto identify
and build the value-added reseller channel to market the
software.

Come budget reviewtime, the head of the divisionreported to
the budget committee that all was well and that channel
expectations predicted $2 million in revenue in the upcoming
first year of sales,during which the channelwould be built and
training and selling would begin. This was considered high
revenue for a niche-market product sold through an indirect
saleschannel for its first year. Nevertheless,it was too small a
line item for the telecommunicationscompany. Its message:"If
the divisioncan't bring in at least$4 millionin yearone, it won't
even become a line item on the larger budget, as the division
will be closed down." By making this decision, the parent
company abandoned this two-year effort and the intellectual
property and paid severanceto 26 employees.

" Capital is more than the
allocation of tine-item resources
to a venture or outside funding in
the form of cash and/or debt for
equity. Building a strategy around
capital means consideringall
sourcesof capital. "

Perhapsthe divisionhead warned the budget committee what
to expect in terms of the first year's revenue, perhaps not.
Perhaps new personnel sat on the budget committee. Most
likely, the division head had not succeeded in making the
budget committeeunderstandthe nichenatureof the software,
nor the delayed revenue expected when an indirect sales
channel must be built. Clearly, no one discussed the sales

surge that would occur in later years if the software became a
standard in the banking industry (andother industriesto which
it could be applicable).All of this needed to be made clear as
the initiativebegan, not two years later, and it needed to get
buy-in at every budget approval session.

Profitability, no scalability

In the days before private banking evolved, a major US bank
created a divisionto providepersonal-wealthfinancialplanning
seNices to key executiveswithin the bank's clientcorporations.
The client companies paid the bank to provide these seNices
as part of their executives' benefits packages, so the seNice
was free to the executiveemployees. It was a strategic way to
open new business for the bank, leveraging its relationships
with its corporate clients and their lists of executive
management. The division was profitable for several years,
but could not "scale." That is, as much as it profited, it was
never to the point of any significance to the bank. As
professionalmalpractice insurance rates rose, the bank's risk
versus the small profit gains led the bank to close the division.

"A toe in the water"

Some new ventures and initiativesare ancillaryto the primary
goals of the corporation. One major computer company once
built a division to explore a new. technology that was fast
creatinga new marketplace.The long-establishedFortune 100
company wanted to "keep up" and "know something about
it." It wanted to "put its toe in the water." The divisioncreated
product, released it into the marketplace and succeeded to
profitability,but the marketplace was still minor in comparison
to the larger business of the corp.oration.Some years were

spent expanding the division,and valuewas gained by p!aying
in that market segment. Yet, the ultimate impact on the
businesswas minimal.The divisionwas closed,and the parent
company returned its focus to its core business.
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Is the initiative in the annual report?

A significant corporation in the computer-aided design (CAD)
market created a division to extend its lowest-end (Le. least
expensive and least powerful) product line into new markets

with value-added resellers (VARs),leaving its direct sales force
to sell the majority of the product line to major corporate
accounts. The division head wanted the VARs to have access

to the major corporate accounts, to sell in the lower-end

products. Checking the annual report, and the CEO's letter to
shareholders, she found no mention of this new initiative, nor

projections marked out for its revenue contribution. The division
head was not surprised when the CEO turned down the

request for access to the corporate accounts, which would

have created conflict among the direct sales force and the
VARs and confusion within the accounts. The division head

understood that her division was built to "not leave money on

the table," in opportunities ancillary to the core focus of the
business. She built her division accordingly, and it succeeded.

Can the venture be independent of the corporate
structure?

The most successful in-house ventures are often those that can

exist outside of the hierarchical corporate structure, in an

independent sphere where the division head reports directly to
a very senior executive, the president or the chairman. This
removes the division from competition for turf- and

resource-allocation that exists within the corporate structure.
Also, it removes the "chain of command" that demands that
the division head "sell" his vision to several executives in the

chain. An in-house venture cannot succeed if reporting is

required at multiple levels. Such bureaucracy can paralyze a
new venture and suddenly the chance to react quickly to its
marketplace is gone. And the "why do we have to care about
this" syndrome will become prevalent in at least one of the
multiple bosses as soon as he or she gets under pressure to
perform or to compete for resources.

Strategy 3: maintain corporate commitment

Also critical is the corporation's commitment to the long-term
view of the venture's development, success and contribution to

the higher goals. It is important to have a realistic sense of the
venture's true time to market, time to ramp and time to ROL
Missing such projected benchmarks invites closure. Easy to

say, far more difficult to achieve. It helps to get a real-world
outside expert to help predict this timing, one that has worked
in the market segment and built comparable businesses on the
outside.

In light of these timing issues, the division head must assess

how long the venture is sustainable before the corporation's
goals become benchmarks for the division's performance.
These expectations, if handled up front and presented and
documented clearly, can lead a corporation or division head to
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decide against launching the new venture. Ifit is doomed to fail,
short-changed in appropriate capital, or set up to failby cultural
expectations of quick success or early contribution to revenue,
perhaps it is better not to begin.

Remember the telecommunications division head? He was a

20-year veteran of the corporation, had his next appointment
within the corporation lined up and packed his desk after the
budget committee told him to shut down the division. He left a
voicemail message for his "number two guy" to shut down the
division and disappeared on an extended vacation in
preparation for his new in-house position. Clearly, it would
have been better not to begin.

Other issues about sustainability of a new venture include:

. Changes in top management.

. Acquisition of the corporation.

. End of a dynasty's era, when there is no strong heir to
accept the leadershipvoid leftby the departing CEO.

. Market timing and business model changes that critically
affect the conditions of entry and growth.

The commitment and sustainability issues become even more

complex once the strategy of contra-cyclical development is
well understood. Contra-cyclical development ,strategy
maintains that the best times to build new ventures (inside or

outside of the corporation) are during the "down years" when
the market is suffering and corporate revenues may be low.

These down years are the optimum time for creating, building

and testing new products and services, prep'aring the plan and
negotiating for early capital investments. Given that most

products actually take a year or more to develop and package
for the marketplace, beginning in the down cycle indicates that

the product will be ready to launch as the market and the
economy begin their next cyclic rises.

It is difficult to achieve this sustained commitment from the

corporation to build a division during the down cycle, without

expectation that the division will present substantial
contributions to the corporation's goals for many years. But
to build in the rising cycle may have the division's product or

service ready just at the next down-cycle arrives - taking the
new venture with it into failure.

Expect brutal honesty from consultants

One multinational entertainment conglomerate hired a
consultant to determine the actual time to market, cost of

re-entry, cost of channel and deals, and time and predicted
amount of ROIfor three of its related divisions,all of which had

failed in the first three years of their attempts to gain market
share during boom times. The consultant was an independent
expert in this field, having spent the past several years
launching similar companies into similar markets. The larger



think-tank consultants could only offer "trends analysis,"
whereas the conglomerate needed "real world street data"
and "brutal honesty."

Also, the market had changed during the past threeyears, had
shakenout manyof its unusablenew businessmodelsand was
entering a down cycle. So the strategy had to address the
"time to" issuesin light of the current, changed conditions.The
conglomerate got what it was looking for - current clear
strategy on what investments to make in each of these
divisions, when to expect successful market penetration, the
cost of that entry and penetrationand the time to and amount
of projected ROI, which could be expected from each of the
three divisions. This outside entrepreneurial expertise and

knowledge of the specific product and markets was the
planning information necessaryfor the CEOto create his own
strategic plan for re-entry or abandonment of each division.

Strategy 4: engage experts

If the divisiondoes not have an intemal staff with the requisite

entrepreneurial expertise in start-up growth and business
development, it must recruit the talent. What is encouraged is
to bring together the best minds called for by the venture, as
early in the planning stages as possible.

Next, gather experienced support that is specific to the
product, technologies (if applicable), markets and channels.
Nothing will save as much time and error, nor speed success
like applying human capital to the venture from the earliest
planning stages. Most new ventures will benefit by having
access to expertise in entrepreneurialventures as well as to
expertise in venture-specific markets, channels, services,
products and technologies.

Entrepreneurialexpertise should provide:

:;-

. Screening tools and analysisof the venture's chances for
success, as seen through the eyes of the marketplaceand
of the investmentand valuation communities.

. Risk analysisand a willingness to predict and define the
possibility of early failure and suggest discarding the
venture if no fix is available.

. Long-termbusinessplanningfor growth, projectingthree to
five years out, including market expansion to lateral and
intemational markets, extended product line development,
and future capital needs.

. Predictions on the realistic defensibility of the product or
service in the marketplace, and the subsequent
sustainability of the venture within and outside the
corporation.

. Refinement of best practices, and implementation of

changed practices as needed due to corporate or market
changes.

" When a corporation engages in
new venture development,
different kinds of risks witt
confront both corporate and new
venture management. "

. Access to and/or expertise with outside capital and

strategic partner sources.

Expertise in venture-specific markets, channels, services,
products and technologies should provide answers to the
following questions.

Current product analysis

. Is the product as market-readyas it seems?

. What is the next release schedule, cost, and time to
market?

. Are the documentation, packagingand other go-to-market

preparations complete?

. What lateralproducts are required, if any?

. How old is the underlyingtechnology?

. What new or extemalcompetition is on the market,or due
for release? Is there any such competition inside the
corporation?

. What development for strategic partners has been
promised and is ready for delivery?

. In light of what's been promised, what is the true time to
market release?

Current service offering analysis

. Is it as market-ready as it seems?

. Is the service packaged, priced and ready for the sales
team training, with all supporting documentation and sales
materials?

. How long will sales training and materials dissemination
take?

. How will the new service get appropriate mind share from
the sale force?

. How is it positioned against extemal competitive
service offerings and how will the sales team handle
customers' objections? Does the service compete or
appear to compete with any other in-house division's
offerings?

. What strategic partners are ready to launch the service?
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Current market, channel and pricing analysis

. Isthe productor serviceas market-readyas it seems?

. Does it solve a market need ("market push") or is it a
solution to a problem not yet defined ("market pull")?

. How much time is requiredto educate the marketin needof
the product or service?

. Does a direct or indirect channel exist to receive it?

. If yes, has the channel been signed up and trained?

. Can the corporation's direct sales channels and other
divisions cooperate with an indirect sales channel without
conflict?

. Are these channel issues resolved?

. Doesthe product or serviceofferingcannibalizeany existing
products or services carried by other divisions of the
corporation or carried by any channelsthat intend to resell
it?

. Does the channel selected actually target the intended
markets,or is market developmentneededprior to initiating
sales?

. Is the pricing appropriate to the target market, to the
channel, to its real and perceived competition?

. Will the channel actuallyaccept the product at the price to
customers and the margin offered to the channel?

. In light of all this, what is the true time to market, price,
channel strategy and ROI?

A Fortune 500 international investment capital firm was
contemplating a considerable equity investment in an
early-stagetechnology company, which had the potential for
selling its patented technology to multiple markets. The firm
hired an industryconsultantwith extensivetechnology start-up
experienc~."Read the businessplan,and if it isanywhereclose
to right, go to the company, spend a few days, assessthe risks
of our proposed investment,and report back to us. We have
asked all the due diligence questions we can think of, but we
are not industry-experts nor start-up experts, and we don't
know what questions we haven't known to ask."

The consultant read the plan and spent two days with the top
management of the company in its corporate headquarters,
asking all the questions left unanswered in the plan and
unchallenged by the investment firm. Reporting back, the
consultant identified three significant risk areasthat had been
overlooked.An outline was provided as to what needed to be
done to control theserisks, in order to alignthe riskassessment
with the investment firm's original understanding of the
venture's risk. The investment firm re-assessed and made its
decision based on the new data.
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Strategy 5: create strategic alliances

Strategic allianceslie inside and outside the corporation. Both
leverage the success of a new venture. External alliances
provide ready-made market reach and access and rapidly
create early revenue. These are win-win alliances, including

capital partners, channel partners, licensing partners,
co-marketing and co-development partners.

Internal alliances provide defense, protection and support.
These include top management (remember, can the division
exist outside of the corporate hierarchy?),lateraldivisionsthat
will benefit from the efforts of the new venture and defend it

intemally; and politically savvy defenders and other in-house
individualswho will use their influenceto keep the venturesafe,
funded, left alone, and understood in the right places.

It is important to understandwhich people and divisionsin the

corporation will benefit from an alliancewith the new division,
as well as have the ability to support it. Make this list first and

gather the support while the venture is in its early formation
stage. Offerconcrete advantagesand make direct requestsfor

support.

On the darkerside of the force, it iswise to know one's enemy.

There will certainly be intemal forces divisions or individuals
who may stand to lose something (power, recognition,

promotion, funding, territory, resources) if the new division
succeeds.Thesedivisionsor individualsmayonly perceivethey
might lose something, when it typically is not so. It is critical to

identify such internal (and external competitive) forces and

attempt to settle their concerns. Oneway is directly addressing
the issue (perceived or real) and putting forward the new

division's positionthat threat is not an issue. It is surprisinghow
often a straight-up conversation can disarm a potentially
negative force.

If true competition exists between divisions, attempt to
cooperate before competing; looking for a win-win is useful.
It may exist in ways the hierarchycannot conceive.And, if not,

the contact with the division will reveal a great deal of
information about how that division thinks and behaves and

Extending a corporation's R&D,market penetration and
profitability

A corporation's new ventures are set up to create entities such as:

. R&D incubators to create new ideas or new applications for
existing products or services.

. New divisions to exploit lateral markets (e.g. the commercial,
govemment, consumer or intemational markets) for existing
products and services.

. Ucensing divisionsto create additionalrevenuefor the
company'stechnology,patentsandR&D.



might create havoc for the new division.An old adage applies
here: "Keep your friends close and your enemiescloser."

Speakingof defendersand detractors,territoryand politics and
the momentum of a new division in a timely manner, this story
comes to mind. A computer hardware company (a major
competitor to that earlier-mentioned Fortune 100 hardware
computer company) built a small division to support software
development and software marketing for products built on its
operating system, to drive increased hardware sales.The new
software division was considered a marketing division and
reported to the next-highest hardware division in the usual
order of reporting.

The office of the president commissioned a comprehensive
softwarestrategy,but that office did not follow up to support its
dissemination, due to certain political infighting. The strategy

was put on the desk of the hardwaredivisionheadwho had not
commissioned it. There it sat for ten months, until a new young
hotshot employeeof the softwaredivisionliterallyfound it on his
boss's credenza, commandeered it, and put it into effect
immediately.Nearly a year of strategic initiativewas lost.

A personal note to executives

In-house new venture development can offer a stimulating
situation to the executive who seeks a new challenge. If the

:;-

-

"If the corporation's goal is to
capture and maintain increased
market share, profitability and
shareholder return, the new
venture must contribute

significantly to that goal. "

venture is carefully

corporation's highest
advancement.

assessed to be in line with the

goals, it can be an opportunity for

This venturemay not be simply a new divisionto incubate and

grow within the cultural confines of the corporation, but

instead a new way of doing business. It demands creativity

and political savvy; expertise beyond the corporate corridors;

the stretching of the division leader's skill; and a new learning

curve. New venture development is not for everyone,but it is

the cutting edge of creating new business models within the

halls of some of the greatest already-grown ventures in the

corporate world. .
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